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MAY DAY?... (“RAMANUJAM INDUSTRY”) 
 

M.Arulmani B.E.(Engineer), V.R.Hema Latha M.A., M.Sc., M.Phil.(Biologist) 

 

 It is the global level fact that „School working day‟ mean students „Face become shrink‟. „School 

holiday‟ means students „face become cheerful‟. Holiday means Jolly Day?... 

 „MAY 1‟ is celebrated as „International workers day‟ and „Public holiday‟ among all nations of the 

world for expressing their joy of workers freedom by raising slogans, conducting procession. In ancient time 

„MAY DAY‟ was celebrated by crowning „MAY QUEEN‟, MAY POLE DANCING for expression of their 

joy. In US and CANADA “Labour day” is annually on 1
st
 Monday of September. If so… 

 

i) What does mean “MAY DAY”?... 

ii) What does mean “LAOUR DAY”?... 

iii) What does mean “WORKERS DAY”?... 

iv) What does mean “HOLIDAY”?... 

v) LABOUR DAY differs from MAY DAY?... 

…Author 

 

 This scientific research focus that the creator of Universe shall be considered as the Supernatural 

person called by name by author as RAMANUJAM. The creator considered created everything through 

MOTHER JANAKI (Souls). Further it is focused that RAMANUJAM shall be considered as “UNIVERSAL 

RULER” who never SLEEPS and takes „LEAVE‟. Mother Janaki shall be considered as UNIVERSAL 

ASSETS (Universal Energy) who comforts and feeds all CHILDREN WORKERS without sleep. 

 

 

MAY DAY shall mean „METHAI‟ (Soul) 

MAYOR shall mean “METHAKU” (Ruler) 

MAYOR means “GOD” (7
th

 Sense) 

MADAM means “MOTHER” (Assets) 

MAYOR RAMANUJAM (May + appan) means MAY KING 

MADAM JANAKI (May + Ammai) means “MAY QUEEN” 

…Author 

 

 The philosophy of „MAY KING‟ and “MAY QUEEN” shall be hypothetically narrated as below.  

(i) 
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(ii) 

 
 

 

 RAMANUJAM shall also mean “FATHER COMRADE” 

(Padaippali) 

 JANAKI shall also mean “MOTHER COMRADE”  

(Mulathanam) 

 ARENKANATHAN, ARENKANAYAKI shall also mean 

“MUTHALALI”  (Brahmas) 

…Author 

 

 

a) Philosophy of RAMANUJAM INDUSTRY?... 

If there is no Industry there is no Leader, Manager, worker. If so what does mean Industry?... The 

entire cosmo universe shall be considered as „INDUSTRY‟ having inbuilt „THREE TIER ASSETS‟ 

Ramanujam shall be considered as MAKER (MAY + KING).  Janaki shall be considered as SOULS 

(Mulathanam). 
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Region I - Antineutrinos radiation region (Black radiation) 

Region II - Neutrinos radiation region (Stardust radiation) 

Region III - EMR and Matter region (Einstein region) 

 

 “RAMANUJAM” is like “BLOOD” (Spirit) 

“JANAKI” is like “HEART” (soul).  If Ramanujam, 

Janaki wants to take rest for one hour (or) wants to 

take Leave or strike for one day what will happen?... 

Everyday is working day for them.  No holiday for 

them… 

…Author 

 

 

b) Philosophy of J-POLE (J-TOWER)?... 

 It is focused that every union having their own FLAG MAST. Every political party also have their 

own flag mast. In temple festivals flag hoisting marks the beginning of the festival. Every nation is having their 

own flag mast. In India the Tricolor flag is adopted as national flag. Every ship having their own flag mast. 

What does the meaning of adoption of flag mast in the culture of human civilization?...   

 

It is hypothesized that “POLE” shall be considered as the SOURCE of Universal Energy.  

 

No pole means no world… 

No pole means no Energy… 

No pole means no pole vault… 

No Pole means no pole dance… 

No Pole means no police… 

No pole means no policy… 

No pole means no Universe… 
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 It is focused that J-TOWER shall be considered as the UNIVERSAL ANTENNA for transmitting 

universal energy from MOTHER NATURE (JANAKI). 

 

(i) 

 
(ii) 

 
 

i) SUN is like MID POLE (like OPTIC) 

ii) EARTH is like LEFT POLE (like ELECTRIC) 

iii) MOON is like RIGHT POLE (Like MAGNETIC) 

 

c) Philosophy of “J-FLAG”?... 

 It is focused that FLAG shall be considered like SOUL which considered connect both CAPITALIST 

and WORKERS. The Philosophy of Trinity principle of J-FLAG shall be indicated as below. 
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i) PROTON is like LOVE (Dharmam) 

ii) ELECTRON is like MERCY (Karmam) 

iii) PHOTON is like HOPE (Brahmam) 

iv) J-RADIATION is like universal mantra JAYAM (J-AUM) 

 

 It is focused that FLAG (black) shall be considered 

as the image of SOUL (white). Flag shall mean flow of soul 

connecting every matter of the material Universe 

irrespective of living organism or non-living organism. 

Further billions of human souls shall be considered like a 

distinguished SIM CARD connected to the master soul of 

mother supreme JANAKI. Janaki shall be considered as the 

MASTER SWITCHING CENTER (MSC) and billions of 

humans living on the earth planet shall be considered as the 

individual MOBILE PHONE connected through SIM card. 

Death of human shall be considered as the de link of SIM 

card with human material body.   

…M. Arulmani, Tamil based Indian 

d) Philosophy of “J-SLOGAN”?... 

 It is focused that millions of slogans adopted by various unions among the global nations shall be 

considered as derived from the fundamental trinity Philosophy of J-Slogan. 
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e) Philosophy of “UNION LEADERS”?... 

 It is hypothesized that in Hindu mythology the philosophy of Brahma, Rama, Krishna, Shiva shall be 

considered as the different UNION LEADERS having different flags, union policy in different phase of time in 

the “expanding universe”. 

i) RAMANUJAM – MAY KING (Padaippali) 

ii) JANAKI – MAY QUEEN (Kanaiyali) 

iii) BRAHMA – ETHICIST (Muthalali) 

iv) RAMA – REVOLUTIONIST (Thozhilali) 

v) KRISHNA – DEMOCRACIST (Pattali) 

vi) SHIVA – SOCIALIST (Ulaippali) 

 

(i) 

 
 

(ii) 

 
 

(iii) 
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(iv) 

 
 

 

CASE STUDY 

 In Ancient time the workers were allowed to work for 

more than sixteen hours. May 1 is considered as the birth of day 

of workers right to work for only eight hours in 1886. The 

number of working hours have been reduced gradually through 

various revolution like Russia – 1891, chino – 1920, India – 

1927. In India Ist May organized in Madras (now Chennai) by 

the Labour Kisan party of Hindustan in 1923.  

 

 In Ancient time The May Day was celebrated as 

SPRING in Feb 1 and subsequently shifted to May 1 as summer 

festival. “May day” celebration shall be considered as associated 

with scientific nature of universe and shall be distinguished from 

celebration of „Labour day‟. In Roman catholic culture May is 

observed as May Festival for BLESSED VIRGIN MARY 

DEVOTION.  

 

 During may day festival culture like crowning of “May 

Queen”, May pole dance were in practice. In 20thcentury 

culture like „May Basket‟ was born on may day to surprisingly 

keep basket of sweets and flowers in neighbor‟s house to express 

joy of festival. 
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